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Summary
This paper presents a holistic approach that illustrates how the semantic hurdle for
integration of biological databases might be overcome when mapping sources that
provide information on individual genes and complete genomes to sources that
provide information on the biological resources from which these sequences where
derived, and vice versa. In particular we will explain how each of the completed
and ongoing whole-genome sequencing projects in the Genomes OnLine Database
and each of the ribosomal RNA sequences in the SILVA ribosomal RNA database
have been persistently cross-referenced with the StrainInfo.net bioportal, serving
both a genome centric and an organism centric view to the life on our blue planet as
one more stepping stone towards the establishment of fully integrated and flexible
biological information networks.

1

Introduction

As put forward by the 20th century Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein in his
Philosophical Investigations [13], the meaning of a word is its usage in the language.
Consider for example the term F1. When it is encoutered in a popular sports magazine, this term would most probably be used as an abbreviation for Formula One, the
highest class of auto racing defined by the Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile
(FIA). Users of programs running under Microsoft Windows from their part tend to
rely on the F1 function key to ask for assistance to be shown in the Help menu.
Some microbiologists, on the other hand, might immediately associate the strain F1
to one of the most well-studied versatile environmental isolates, identified as Pseudomonas putida, that is capable to grow on several aromatic hydrocarbons, including
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and p-cymene [6]. Its broad substrate toluene dioxygenase has been widely utilized in biocatalytic syntheses of chiral chemicals, as well
as in the metabolism and detoxification of trichloroethylene, and in the production of
indigo from indole. P. putida F1 is known to be chemotactic to aromatic hydrocarbons
and chlorinated aliphatic compounds. Well over 200 articles have been written about
various aspects of P. putida F1 physiology, enzymology, and genetics by microbiologists and biochemists, in addition to more applied studies by chemists and environmental engineers utilizing P. putida F1 and its enzymes for green chemistry applications and bioremediation. Most recently, the completed whole-genome sequence of P.
putida F1 has been released to the community prior to publication [2].
To further complicate matter, microbial cultures of at least 23 strains other than P. putida
F1 that were labelled by the same term F1 (or some syntactic variation thereof) are
available from a global network of biological resource centers (BRC). An overview of
the results retrieved from the StrainInfo.net bioportal after a search for strains that
were labelled F1 is given in Table 1. As a consequence of the ambiguity induced by a
local labelling procedure used for tagging biological resources, the term F1 hence also
refers to at least 24 different microbial strains in research publications and public or
proprietary databases.
The example above clearly illustrates how much the semantics of a given word or term
might depend on the context wherein it is used. Whereas the associative behaviour
of the human brain seems to cope well with extracting the right meaning based on
contextual information, ambiguous terminology tends to cause trouble for software
agents that are designed to incorporate autonomous and heterogeneous information
sources into largely integrated information networks.
This paper presents a holistic approach that illustrates how the semantic hurdle for
integration might be overcome when mapping sources that provide information on
genes and complete genomes to sources that provide information on the biological
resources from which these sequences where derived, and vice versa. In particular
we will explain how each of the completed and ongoing whole-genome sequences
in the Genomes OnLine Database (GOLD) [7] and each of the ribosomal RNA sequences in the SILVA ribosomal RNA database [10] have been cross-referenced with
the StrainInfo.net bioportal [4], enabling direct navigation to additional information
on the biological resources from which these sequences have been derived. These use
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Pseudomonas putida
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Scopulariopsis brevicaulis
Staphylothermus marinus
Streptomyces sp.
Vagococcus fluvialis
Vibrio ichthyoenteri
Xanthomonas campestris

ATCC 58227
CECT 550, CN4781, NCDO 1711, NCFB 1711, NCIB 506,
NCIMB 506, NCTC 506, strain F1
ATCC 34328, CBS 143.63, Ko-45
DSM 2590
DSM 6618
ATCC 44685
ATCC 46074, SUF 1318
ATCC 13886, CCM 5789, CCTM 2047, CCUG 31616, CIP
52.144, CUETM 78-58, CUETM 78-64, E.P. Snijders F 1, F.
Kauffmann A 5054, IPL 1823, Kauffmann A 5054, LMG 3086,
NCDC 420-68, NCTC 5054, Snijders F1
NCDO 1085, NCIMB 701085
ATCC 25907
ATCC 33374
ATCC 200614, DAT F-001
DSM 2374
ATCC 46594
CCUG 42424 B
ATCC 38539
NCIMB 850
ATCC 700007, BCRC 17059, CCRC 17059, DSM 6899, LMG
24210, PpF1, R-36290
ATCC 36009
ATCC 43588, DSM 3639, JCM 9404
NCIMB 11785
CCUG 42871
ATCC 700024, CECT 7095, IFO 15846, NBRC 15846, strain F-1
ATCC 43177, P843048

STRAIN NUMBERS

Table 1: Strains having a strain number that matches the term F1, as found by searching
the Integrated Strain Database underlying the StrainInfo.net bioportal. Table columns represent the globally unique culture identifier (CID) assigned during compilation of the Integrated Strain Database [4], the original strain number (type strains are indicated by T ),
species name and other known strain numbers for the given strain. To ease further navigation, the above table is decorated in the StrainInfo.net bioportal by mapping species names
to relevant taxonomic information sources and mapping strain numbers to their online catalogue records using persistent hyperlinks.

cases demonstrate the knuckles-and-nodes strategy for integrating distributed biogical
databases as followed by the StrainInfo.net bioportal in order to gather and deduplicate all downstream information known on a given microbial strain [11]. At the same
time they underline the ultimate goal of the Genomic Standards Consortium to come
up with ways of integrating all information related to genome or metagenome projects
[5].
A short description of the three information sources that take part in the use cases
is given first. This is followed by a technical description of the URI mappings and
the different scenarios that were implemented and consumed to establish and manage
bidirectional link integration between the different information sources. Finally, the
outcomes of these initial integration efforts are discussed and held against the light of
future work that needs to be done to further improve global integration of biological
databases.

2

Information sources

Genomes OnLine Database – Whole-genome sequencing efforts are currently being performed by different sequencing centres, through a variety of funding sources,
whereas analysis results tend to end up in a multitude of different databases. The
Genomes OnLine Database [7], or GOLD for short, was established in 1997 with the
overall goal to monitor all completed and ongoing whole-genome and metagenome
sequencing projects worldwide from instigation to completion and to provide the
community with a largely integrated database derived from diverse sources related
to those projects. This comprehensive web resource currently provides information
on over 2500 whole-genome sequencing projects, of which 578 have been completed
and have their data deposited into the public sequence databases (statistics as of June
2007). Apart from project information and basic sequence statistics, GOLD also provides information related to organism properties such as phenotype, ecotype and disease. GOLD is available at www.genomesonline.org.
SILVA ribosomal RNA database – Sequencing of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes is currently the method of choice for phylogenetic reconstruction, nucleic acid based detection and quantification of microbial diversity, resulting in a rapid increase of publicly
available rRNA sequence data over the last few years. The SILVA system (from Latin
silva, forest), was implemented to support the users with a central comprehensive web
resource for up to date, quality controlled and aligned rRNA databases comprising
Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya [10]. All sequences are checked for anomalies, carry a rich
set of sequence associated contextual information to assist the further curation process,
have multiple taxonomic classifications and the latest validly described nomenclature.
Furthermore, two types of precompiled sequence datasets compatible with ARB [8] are
offered for downloading on the SILVA website: (1) Reference (Ref) datasets, comprising only high quality, nearly full length sequences suitable for in-depth phylogenetic
analysis and probe design and (2) the comprehensive Parc datasets with all publicly
available rRNA sequences longer than 300 nucleotides suitable for biodiversity analyses. The latest publicly available database release 90 (May 2007) hosts a total of 496,842
sequences split into 422,987 small subunit and 73,855 large subunit rRNAs. SILVA is
available at www.arb-silva.de.
StrainInfo.net bioportal – Information from 44 BRCs that cover all earth’s continents
and range from small niche specific research collections to large general-purpose service collections is processed into an Integrated Strain Database that underpins the
StrainInfo.net bioportal [4]. In addition, information extracted from three taxonomic
reference databases together with their type strains is equally incorporated. This integration process has currently lumped over 630.000 strain numbers into some 275.000
equivalence classes that represent different strains of Bacteria, Archaea, filamentous
fungi and yeasts. Organisms can be searched for either by a given strain number,
or by a given taxon name. A series of predefined workflows allows the resolution of
some specific queries. For convenience of the users, all searches are made insensitive
to many forms of orthographic variations. Query results redirect the user on-the-fly to
the online catalogues of the different culture collections that have a given strain in their
holdings. Additional pointers allow to navigate the downstream information available
on these organisms, thereby rendering superfluous the need to browse a multitude

of autonomous and heterogeneous information sources. For each organism, a list of
all sequences deposited in the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC) is given as a separate view. This overview is dynamically compiled
irrespective of the strain numbers assigned to different cultures of the same organism
during the sequence deposition process, solving possible Babel-like confusions. Sequence records are linked out to their corresponding records in the INSDC databases.
Similarly, another view assembles all scientific publications on a given organism, with
links to the PubMed repository wherever available. Finally, the integrated history and
geographic views allow simple inspection of strain authenticity and availability. The
StrainInfo.net bioportal is available at www.StrainInfo.net.

3

URI Mappings

The StrainInfo.net bioportal supports a series of template Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) that allow third party information providers to embellish their resources by
hooking up with information on micro-organisms provided by the bioportal. While
designing these URIs, special attention has been paid to maximize the manageability
of bidirectional cross-references to and from the bioportal, keeping in mind that both
resources at either end of the reference channel must be able co-evolve independently.
These template URIs turn out to become extremely helpful tools for retrieving additional information on biological resources through a simple point and click strategy,
and may be integrated into online applications and web pages to enhance navigation.
Other information sources such as GOLD and SILVA may link out to information on
biological resources provided by the StrainInfo.net bioportal, either by organismal references or by references to taxonomic names. In addition, the bioportal supports itself
some mappings of its own unique biological resource identifiers onto a series of external identifiers, such as goldstamp identifiers attached to completed or ongoing wholegenome sequencing projects by GOLD and accession numbers assigned to sequence
records by the INSDC. This avoids that external information sources need to maintain
these mappings themselves.
All URI mappings return relevant information formatted as HTML documents that
are retrieved through the http protocol. The URIs supported by the StrainInfo.net
bioportal use the following basename:
http://www.StrainInfo.UGent.be/
All URIs mentioned further in this document use this basename as a prefix, which is
silently removed for the sake of brevity.
What follows is a detailed discussion of the different mappings, including some enveloping examples and supplementary comments.
3.1

Direct mappings

Most information sources refer to a particular organism using a strain number attached
to that organism. This is an alphanumeric label either assigned by an individual re-

searcher, a research institution or a biological resources center in order to be able to
discriminate between different organisms in a local context. This kind of identifier is
particularly made for interpretation by human beings. However, as illustrated by the
P. putida F1 example in the introduction, orthographic variations and various kinds
of ambiguities lead to the fact that these strain numbers are less adequate for setting up solid global cross-reference scenarios, wherein software agents can take over
part of the reasoning. It is therefore strongly recommended that more and more resources make reference to a particular organism using the globally unique culture
identifiers assigned during compilation of the Integrated Strain Database that underpins the StrainInfo.net bioportal, in order to get rid of problems raised by ambiguity
in a global context.
Both types of organismal identifiers described above (eg. strain numbers and culture
identifiers) can be used to make mappings to additional information on a particular organism as provided by the StrainInfo.net bioportal. Using either one of the organismal
identifiers as a parameter to the strainGet.jsp URI template, direct access and integrated views are provided to a wide range of downstream information that is known
about a particular organism. The following mandatory and optional parameters are
used with the strainGet.jsp URI template:
• snr (mandatory when no value is supplied for the cid parameter) provides the
strain number on which information needs to be searched for. Only in particular
cases (strain numbers assigned by a selection of BRCs), the StrainInfo.net bioportal regards strain numbers as unique identifiers in a global context. Searches for
organisms based upon a given strain number might thus not be specific enough
to unambiguously point to a single organism. For non-unique labels, the view
parameter therefore loses its meaning. Searches based upon a given strain number may use the queryOption parameter to alter search semantics, as discussed
below.
• cid (mandatory when no value is supplied for the snr parameter) provides the
globally unique culture identifier assigned to each labelled culture during the
accumulative learning proces of compiling the Integrated Strain Database [4].
In contrast to strain numbers, this kind of identifier can always be considered
unique within a global context. When this parameter is used, the queryOption
parameter loses its meaning. The cid parameter takes precedence over the snr
parameter if both parameters are supplied.
• view (optional, default value syn) provides the type of information (the socalled information view) that needs to be returned for the referenced organism.
The following types of information are supported by the bioportal:
– syn (default) shows a collapsible panel containing a complete list of strain
numbers that are known to be assigned to the referenced organism. If available, also redirects the user to the online catalog record of the BRC that has
the referenced culture of the organism in its holdings.
– lit shows a list of literature references that provide additional information
on the referenced organism, irrespective of the strain number used for that
organism in the publication.

– seq shows a list of records in the INSDC databases that provide partial
or complete genome sequences derived from the referenced organism, irrespective of the strain number used for that organism in the sequence record.
– his shows the completely integrated strain history of the referenced organism (if available).
– map shows the geographic distribution of all BRCs that have a culture of the
referenced organism in their holdings.
• queryOption (optional, default value 1) influences semantics of the searches
based upon a given strain number (snr parameter) using the following options:
– 1 (default): for convenience of the user, the given strain number is transformed into normalized syntactical form to deal with orthographic variations, using a parsing procedure described by Dawyndt et al. [4]. Based
upon this normalized format, a perfect search is successively performed
against the database. Unique strain numbers (e.g. BCRC 17059) are directly resolved and automatically redirected to the online record of the corresponding BRC catalogue, while ambiguous strain numbers (e.g. F1) result in a list of possible matches. This parameter option corresponds to the
normal search option in the web query interface of the bioportal.
– 2: only the number component is extracted from the alphanumeric strain
number, after which all strain numbers that have the same number component are matched. For example, when searching for the strain number BCRC
17059 using 2 as value for the queryOption parameter, all strain numbers that have 17059 as their number component will be matched. This parameter option corresponds to the number search option in the web query
interface of the bioportal.
– 3: all strain numbers in the database that contain the given search term as a
substring are matched. This parameter option corresponds to the contains
search option in the web query interface of the bioportal.
We demonstrate how to make use of the strainGet.jsp URI template, by referring
to the P. putida F1 example that was discussed in the introduction. It can be derived
from Table 1 that when a culture of this strain was deposited in the American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC), it was assigned the strain number ATCC 700007. As this
strain number is regarded unique by the StrainInfo.net bioportal, the reference
strainGet.jsp?snr=ATCC 70007
will result in an automatic redirection to the corresponding record in the online catalogue of the ATCC. In addition, a complete list of hyperlinked strain numbers known
for this strain is made available through the bioportal in a collapsible panel at the
left side of the page. This allows users to easily navigate the different collections that
provide additional information on this strain. Remark that the value of the snr parameter is insensitive for some syntactic variations that are commonly found where
strain numbers are used. As a result, the same mapping as above is returned when
passing the following values for the snr parameter: ATCC700007, ATCC-700007 or
atcc700007T. By encapsulating redirection to the corresponding online catalogue

records behind the URI template, location transparency and long-term persistence of
organism references is achieved. These properties are of utmost importance in order
to set up solid cross-reference scenarios.
The P. putida F1 strain can also be referenced using F1 as one of its strain numbers.
However, as this strain number is not considered unique by the bioportal, the reference
strainGet.jsp?snr=F1
will result in a list of possible matches that resembles Table 1. To ease navigation, the
search results are further decorated in the StrainInfo.net bioportal by mapping species
names to relevant taxonomic information sources and mapping strain numbers to their
online catalogue records using the same persistent hyperlinks as discussed above.
Unambiguous organism references are only guaranteed when globally unique culture
identifiers are passed to the cid parameter of the strainGet.jsp URI template. It
can easily be derived from Table 1 that the following reference
strainGet.jsp?cid=268202
establishes a direct mapping to the P. putida F1 strain.
All examples given so far return a reference to the default synonyms view whenever
unique organism identifiers were used. Mappings can be made to several other information views provided by the StrainInfo.net bioportal. The following reference
strainGet.jsp?cid=268202&view=his
for example, will return the completely integrated strain history of the P. putida F1
strain. The resulting view at the time of writing is depicted in Figure 1.
3.2

Mappings based on taxonomic names

Searching the StrainInfo.net bioportal using a given taxonomic name (e.g. Pseudomonas
putida or Saccharomyces cerevisiae) results in a list of organisms that were identified as
the given taxon by at least one of the BRCs that have a culture of the organism in
their holdings. It should be noted here that it is well possible that different BRCs
might identify the same organism differently. A programming interface to this type of
searches is provided through the taxonGet.jsp URI template. For convenience of
the user, searches are made insensitive to common orthographic variations (including
case insensitity and removal of tokens that refer to taxonomic rank). The following
mandatory and optional parameters are used with the taxonGet.jsp URI template:
• taxon (mandatory) provides the taxonomic name for which a list of organisms
that were identified as the given taxon by at least one of the BRCs that have a
culture of the organism in their holdings needs to be searched for.
• subtax (optional, binary, default value 1) allows to widen searches by including
all subtaxa of the given taxon in the request. This parameter option corresponds
to the include subtaxa search option in the web query interface of the bioportal.

F1
PpF1

DT Gibson

ATCC 700007
Pseudomonas putida

DT Gibson

Rebecca E. Parales (Section of Microbiology, University of California, Davis)

DSM 6899
Pseudomonas putida

R-36290
Pseudomonas putida

J.Heyrman (Laboratory of Microbiology, Ghent University)

CCRC 17059
Pseudomonas putida

LMG 24210
Pseudomonas putida

BCRC 17059
Pseudomonas putida

Figure 1: Completely integrated strain history of Pseudomonas putida F1 as provided by
the StrainInfo.net bioportal. The graphical representation shows how this strain, originally isolated from a polluted creek in Urbana (Illinois) by D.T. Gibson [6], got distributed
over several BRCs worldwide that make it available for further investigation to the research community. Acronyms of BRCs: ATCC (American Type Culture Collection, United
States); BCRC (Bioresource Collection and Research Center, Taiwan; formerly known as
CCRC); DSM (Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen, Germany);
LMG (BCCMTM /LMG Bacteria Collection, Belgium).

• restrict (optional, binary, default value 0) allows to narrow searches by restricting the search results to type strains only. Type strain information of bacteria, archaea and fungi is kept up-to-date by automated orchestration with the following external information sources: i) List of Prokaryotic Names with Standing
in Nomenclature (J.P. Euzéby), ii) Bacterial Nomenclature Up-to-Date (DSMZ)
and iii) Mycobank (CBS) [3]. This parameter option corresponds to the restrict
to type strains search option in the web query interface of the bioportal.
In order to generate a list of all organisms available in public BRCs that were identified
as Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the following URI may be used:
taxonGet.jsp?taxon=Saccharomyces+cerevisiae
Note that the correct URI encoding needs to be followed, wherein spaces are replaced
by %20 or plus signs. To get the type strain of Pseudomonas putida without making
a reference based on specific strain numbers or culture identifiers, the following URI
may be used:
taxonGet.jsp?taxon=Pseudomonas+putida&subtax=0&restrict=1
Finally, all type strains of the genus Bacillus can be listed using the following URI:
taxonGet.jsp?taxon=Bacillus&subtax=1&restrict=1

N AMESPACE

I DENTIFIER D ESCRIPTION

E XAMPLE

INSDC

Accession number assigned by the International Nucleotide
Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC)
Goldstamp assigned by the Genomes OnLine Database
(GOLD)
Genome Project Identifier assigned by Entrez, the life science
search engine of NCBI
Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG) Identifier assigned by
the DOE Joint Genome Institute
Genome Catalogue Identifier assigned by the Genomic Standards Consortium

CP000712

GOLD
ENTREZ PID
IMG
GCAT

Gc00572
13909
638341163
001392 GCAT

Table 2: Currently supported mappings from identifiers assigned by third party information providers to additional organism information provided by the StrainInfo.net bioportal
through the strainMapping.jsp URI template. Columns contain i) the value that needs
to be passed to the namespace parameter, ii) a description of the identifier assigned by the
corresponding information provider, and iii) an example identifier that needs to be passed
to the id parameter.

3.3

Mappings to external identifiers

The StrainInfo.net bioportal aims to provide its users with as much information on
a given organism as possible. One way to achieve this goal is to map the globally
unique identifiers assigned to each organism during the accumulative learning stage
of compiling the Integrated Strain Database [4] to a series of identifiers assigned by
third party information sources that provide additional information on that organism.
This way, the information content of the bioportal itself remains fairly lightweight,
whereas synchronisation requirements are reduced to a strict minimum.
As all mappings from internal to external identifiers are inherently bidirectional in
nature, the StrainInfo.net bioportal opens up all its mappings for further use by third
party information providers through the strainMapping.jsp URI template. The
following mandatory and optional parameters are used with this URI template:
• namespace (mandatory) indicates the information provider authorized for the
assignment of a series of external identifiers that are mapped onto the organismal
identifiers supplied by the StrainInfo.net bioportal. A list of mappings that are
currently supported by the bioportal, together with some example identifiers, is
given in Table 2.
• id (mandatory) provides the alphanumeric identifier assigned by the information provider that is referenced by the namespace parameter.
• view (optional, default value syn) has exactly the same meaning as it has when
used with the strainGet.jsp URI template.
The StrainInfo.net bioportal for example knows that the GOLD record with goldstamp
Gc00572 describes a publicly available whole-genome sequence of the P. putida F1
strain (which is uniquely referenced by the culture identifier 268202). Third party information providers may then establish a reference to the organism that was used in
this whole-genome sequencing project based on the following URI:

strainMapping.jsp?namespace=GOLD&id=Gc00572
Similarly, the bioportal knows that the accession number assigned by the INSDC to
the whole-genome sequence of the P. putida F1 strain is CP000712. Consequently, the
same organism reference as above would also result from the following URI:
strainMapping.jsp?namespace=INSDC&id=CP000712
Given the examples above, it immediately becomes clear that following this strategy, third party information providers do not even need to know that the GOLD and
INSDC records that correspond with the whole-genome sequence of the P. putida F1
strain are mapped to an organism identified by the culture identifier 268202 in order
to provide links to additional information on that organism supplied by the StrainInfo.net bioportal. The bioportal simply takes care of all required mappings and establishes redirection to other relevant primary data sources. Hence, this approach enables
to avoid duplication of efforts across multiple information providers.

4

Discussion

A broad diversity of biological resources is deposited and made publicly available
through a global network of public BRCs. Hence the long-term preservation of this
valuable gene pool is safeguarded for further exploitation in clinical, industrial and
research applications. In terms of the integration of biological databases, the laissez
faire attitude towards using locally assigned strain numbers is seriously hampering
the effort to set up solid cross-reference scenarios involving these biological resources.
After all, strain numbers are semantically weak due to the orthographic variations and
ambiguities that pop up when they are used in a global context. If two gene sequences
are deposited in one of the INSDC databases using the F1 label, are they then derived
from the same organism? Is the F1 label even referring to an organism at all? From
a semantic web perspective, where machines are equally expected to understand the
exact meaning of shared information, it is generally recommended that these strain
numbers are replaced or augmented by globally unique identifiers. The culture identifiers assigned during the accumulative learning stage of building the Integrated Strain
Database, a perpetually ongoing process that underpins the StrainInfo.net bioportal,
are the first organismal identifiers put in place that may fulfill this role.
The internal structure of the StrainInfo.net bioportal has entirely been built up around
these unique culture identifiers. However, as strain numbers are still commonly used
(and people are expected to continue to do so for the time being), the web interface
of the bioportal allows using these strain numbers as an entry point to start navigating the information on biological resources provided through the bioportal. Queries
based on strain numbers that are considered ambiguous identifiers by the bioportal,
need some user intervention (taking into account contextual information) in order to
resolve them to the correct culture identifier. Once this resolution has taken place, the
bioportal for example knows exactly what INSDC sequence records are linked to each
of the different strains labelled F1 in Table 1. This relies on a mapping between the
accession numbers assigned by the INSDC and the culture identifiers resolved from
the strain numbers extracted from the corresponding sequence records, wherever this

information was available [9].
The latter mapping underscores that the StrainInfo.net bioportal was never meant to
be used solely as a standalone tool. As the relation expressed through the persistent
mapping of unique identifiers assigned to biological objects by different information
providers are always bidirectional in nature, these mappings might equally be consumed by the two information providers. Both providers at either end of the relationship may then make use of each others identifiers in order to establish linkouts as one
way of implementing the relationship. However, this link integration strategy requires
both providers to maintain a local copy of the bidirectional mapping. This brings up
a synchronisation issue of the mapping between all its consuming parties. Even more
so if the same mapping is consumed by several information providers. Good database
design, even in a distributed environment, dictates that bidirectional mappings are
maintained by one provider only, which makes it accessible for all other parties.
One way of disclosing the integrated information on biological resources supplied by
the StrainInfo.net bioportal, is implemented through the template URIs presented in
this paper. A first series of organism-based mappings, discussed in detail in Section
3.1, allows information providers that locally maintain a mapping of some biological
object identifier onto a strain number or a culture identifiers to make linkouts to the
bioportal. A second series of organism-based mappings, discussed in detail in Section 3.3, allows information providers to consume mappings that are maintained by
the bioportal itself, using their local object identifiers instead of the culture identifiers
at the other end of the mapping. Information providers that may better serve their
users with easy navigation to additional information on biological resources, are free
to make linkouts based on either of the provided template URI schemas presented in
this paper.
Two frequently consulted information providers have already implemented such an
organism-based linkout strategy. The effort to map culture identifiers onto goldstamp
identifiers assigned by the Genomes OnLine Database (GOLD) for all completed and
ongoing whole-genome sequencing projects has unveiled that only 58% of the Prokaryotes that were completely sequenced have been deposited in at least one public BRC.
Only 37% of the sequenced Prokaryotes have been deposited in at least two culture
collections. We are thus very far off from a situation where all sequenced strains are
saved from extinction by depositing them in at least two different BRCs. A general
recommendation that was previously made by several groups of authorities [1, 12].
The situation is somewhat more unclear for the Eukaryotes, as the StrainInfo.net bioportal currently only covers filamentous fungi and yeasts. From a first inspection,
however, the situation there seems to be quite comparable to that of the Prokaryotes.
Apart from linkouts from the GOLD database to the StrainInfo.net bioportal, the bioportal itself also offers predefined workflows that allows to dynamically generate lists
of organisms used in completed and ongoing whole-genome sequencing projects.
An integration effort of somewhat larger dimensions is established by extracting organism information from the sequence records of the INSDC databases, followed by
a resolution to culture identifiers that yields semantic disambiguation [9]. Apart from
the sheer amount of manual interaction required to perform context-dependent disambiguation, this process is also seriously hampered by the fact that organism in-

formation is inconsistently coded in the sequence records, is subject to orthographic
variations, is often missing or needs to be indirectly extracted from the publications
linked to the sequence records, and may well contain several errors. While further
efforts are needed to complete and correct this mapping, its current version is used
to cross-reference the StrainInfo.net bioportal and SILVA databases, thus adding
molecular and phylogenetic entry points to the organismal information since SILVA
provides a taxonomic browser and additional search facilities that take into account
different taxonomic outlines. A sequence based search engine for SILVA is currently
under con-struction, opening up new opportunities for extending and performing
quality control on the mapping.
Integration of the StrainInfo.net bioportal with the GOLD and SILVA data bases
might be of special interest for users coming from the molecular world, where gold
stamps for sequencing projects and accession numbers for sequence records seem to
be used as primary access points to information, whereby the need to access
organismal and ecological information only pops up further down the information
extraction chain. Serving both this genome centric versus organism centric view to
the life on our blue planet is one more stepping stone towards the establishment of
fully integrated and flexible biological information networks.
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